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Compound bow parts explained

A bow is basically a weapon used for shooting arrows. There are several types of bows, including: coach, repetitive, longbow, Mongolian and composite. All this differs according to different characteristics. Let's cut the chase to the compound bows. Compound bows are designed in such a way that its characteristics of
the length (shorter) and high speed make it easier to use and with accurate shots. The composite arches have different parts with different functions and or depend on each other for effective archery. These parts include: Arrow shelf This is a flat radius part of the bow at the sight window where the arrow rests in all its
stages of shot. It is designed to protect the hand when holding the bow. Arrow rest It provides a platform for the arrow to rest on before and during the shot. This platform is provided due to its attachment to the emergence through the Berger hole. Make it an effective catch for the arrow to rest. Berger hole. This is the
hole in which the arrow rest is attached via the emergence. This enables the archer to have the arrow at the core when the bow is set up. The centralized mode is of standard measures for proper archery. Bow rope. The arched string is the queue attached from one cam end to the other. The string is elastic to enable the
archer to draw the bow, thereby accurately aiming at the target to enable a successful shot. Brace height. This is the distance from the strung bow string to the tip of the bow's grip. The arm height is about 7 inches. The arm height dictates the closer the string will be at the grip point. The closer the string is to grip the
more the speed and therefore the more accurate and easier to shoot. Cables. The cables of the composite arches are attached from one side of the upper limb on the other side of the cam. When drawing the bow the cables the limbs therefore compress increasing energy for carrying the arrow. Cams This is the part
where the composite bow string and the cable attach. This allows for turning when the bow is drawn, so that the archer can keep the arc's total weight on any portion. They also transfer the limbs of energy to the strings. Cable guard. The cable guard runs perpendivate from the rise to the arched string and it holds the
strings on one side to allow a clear arrow passage. Cable slide. The cable slide claws the cables together and therefore allows for the sliding effect next to the cable guard when the archer pulls and releases the bow. Stabilizers. These are sticks with varying lengths that, when the bow is released, they balance the weight
of the bow when drawn. Limbs. The limbs are bending points that allow for energy buildup necessary for a shot when pulling the bow. They are attached to the rise. This is the par where all the limbs and other accessories attach to allow for the proper drawing of the arc with accurate shots. The The compound bow grip is
the part where the archer stops when drawing and releasing the bow for a shot. Peeing sight. The peep face of a composite bow is a rounded shape rear face device that places between the strands of the bow string that allows for alignment with the leading attractions when the archer is viewed by the peep sight. The
bow sight is attached to the rise at the front of the arc. The bow sight has a pin that allows for a pin accuracy when goal for a shot. Idler wheel. It serves as a pulley since the rope passes over it from the top limb to the lower cam. String vibration arrester. It's a queue attached to the turnout ends and is responsible for
absorbing vibrations that are transferred from the rope when the bow is released for a shot. Nock That's the part of compound bows where the arrow attaches to the rope. This beat gives a knockout point where the arrow assumes an accurate shooting position. Fletchings These vanes that are plastic or feather made and
are attached to the arrow end. These vanes send and direct the arrow for an accurate shot when on the run. The larger the vanes the higher the speed and the smaller the vane's size the higher the speed. D-Loop. This is a composite bow part that surrounds an arrow at the rope. It initiates a mechanical energy when the
bow is drowned and released, as it is a connection point. Compound bows are on much easier to use, faster and with certainty of accurate shots. They only require proper maintenance and in there a archer's needs will be excellent server. For more information about best curated arc reviews, go to our website. The
modern composite arches are the most powerful and fastest overs. They have taken the majority of the market and there are tons of manufacturers selling them. Many archers are derived from compound bows of the traditional arches because of their accuracy, speed and easy to shoot. Using a compound bow may
seem simple and you can plan to go in the field with it for hunting, but wait, how can you just grab a compound and start hunting without even knowing about its parts. Since compound bows use a system of cables and pulleys, it's most important to understand how it works. To do this, you must first learn about the parts
of a compound bow and its anatomy in detail. Only then can you work with it efficiently. A compound is a lethal weapon, so to keep yourself safe during hunting, you need to know well about its parts to save you from any accidents in the field. In this article, I explained the connections anatomy in detail to make it easier
for you. Why choosing a compound bow? Well, many traditional bow enthusiasts should think why I compound bow instead of a recurring bow or lungbow. This is because the traditional arches need a significant amount of strength and skill to shoot accurately and it needs a lot Too. While using compound bows, you can



easily achieve greater speed and accuracy with engaging in fewer hours. Although you still need to exercise, but not as much as using a recurring or longbow. For a beginner, a composite bow is ideal, since its learning curve is not as steep as the traditional arches. A compound bow is a gateway for many archers that
lead them to enjoyable and successful shooting. To know more about your bow, here's the detailed anatomy of a compound bow. Compound bows have many moving parts compared to the long arches or traditional arches, so it can be intimidating for a beginner. You need to have a basic and sufficient understanding of
all these moving parts, so when you visit a store to buy a compound bow, you get to know what the salesman explains about the features of a compound bow. Limb LIMBSA compound bow has 2 limbs, one is at the top and the other is at the bottom of the compound bow. They are usually made of fiberglass, but some
are made of wood, carbon and even solid glass. Limbs are flexible and provide power to your shot by storing the kinetic energy in the beginning and releasing it while delivering the shot. They sometimes have limb dampers on them for absorbing the shock. Most composite arches offer either single or split limbs. The split
ones are more durable and quieter and lead to less vibration, but if it exactly matches the results in torque. Limbs are connected to the cam system and rise of the arc. The modern hunting bows contain the parallel limb design. Each limb in this design bends in the opposite direction helping to reduce vibration, recoil, and
noise, during and after the shot. The limb sits and is attached to the rise by the limb bag. The machined are more accurate for longer distances. Limb bolt is used to collect or decrease the pull weight by keeping the limb in its place. For increasing the pull weight, you need to wrap the limb bolt clockwise and for reducing
it, anticlockwise. Cams CAMSCams are wheeled looking round or oval metal discs that are connected to the limbs by a pen and the strings and cables terminate here. They are basically responsible for transferring the limbs energy to the rope and arrow. The cams distinguish a compound bow from other arches. When
you draw the bow, the function of a cam is to manipulate the pull weight of the bow when you retract the string. This means it becomes easier to pull the bow back to a certain point. This feature is known as let-off, meaning that providing you a more powerful shot in real than the actual weight you'll hold back, once you've
fully drawn the Bows have either a solo cam or double cam. Solo cams use a large cam on top of an idler wheel and the lower limb. In single cam when you draw the bow its single power cable compressed to store the limbs energy. Solo cam bows are believed to be very While voting and shooting compared to dual cam
systems, that's why they're more popular in the market. A dual cam system is known as the binary cam system made up of identical eccentric cams one on each side of the arc. In the modern composite arc with dual cams, the cams are directly connected to each other by two cables. When the cams are connected to
each other, they become more consistent and reliable. There may be few differences among the designs of different manufacturers, but the basics are the same. Some other types of cams are hard cams, soft cams, round wheel, and hybrid cams. Each has its own pros and cons. So do your research well and choose
wisely whichever model you prefer because it's a matter of personal preference again. RiserRISERThis is supposed to be the main body of the arc. It's basically the middle part and backbone of the arc. It contains the grip and provides stability against bending to other components of the arc. They are mostly made of
aluminum either forged or machined which saves you a lot of money, but the modern compound bows are even using the carbon ones for increasing durability and flexibility and reducing the overall weight of the arc. It has very clear design and color choices. The rise has a universal size and placement of increasing
holes on it that enable you to use any accessory on your bow. Most of the arches accessories such as arrow rest, sight, quiver, and stabilizer are mounted to the riser. If breeding too aerially as The cam turns on the aoral. The area between upper and lower than or to explain it in a better way we would say the distance
from the center of the top cam pen to the center of under cams pen is called as length and is usually mentioned in the specifications of the arc as ATA length/measurement. The ash is basically the cams hinge or load-bearing point. For the efficient operation of a bow, ATA length should be within 3/16 of an inch. Brace
Height BRACE HEIGHT This important aspect of the arc means the distance from the center of the grip to the bow string. It points to forgiveness and speed. The average arm height is almost 6.5 inches or 7 inches for archers. Arches with measurement more than 6.5 inches are considered to have longer arm heights.
They are more forgiving and easier to shoot. Arches with metaging of arm height less than 6.5 inches are considered shorter arm heights and they will make the arrow fly faster, but are more sensitive to error and less forgiving. BowstringBOWSTRINGThe part of a bow you retract to shoot is called the string. When you
release the bow string, it drives the arrow forward. Your arrow necks on the bow string and your D-loop is located here. In a single cam system both the tips of the bow string travel around the top idler and ended at the bottom cam while, in double cam, the bowstring terminated at both cams. They're usually made of high-
tech materials like Dyneema these days, which are strong and durable. They do not lose tension and extend over time, but it is recommended to change the arch string after every 2-3 years for safety purposes and in order to achieve the best performance. You should regularly wash your bow string to protect it from slug.
CablesThe shifts the cams when you pull the bow string back and they run from cam to cam. They basically work with the cams when the shot is performed. CABLESCable GuardA cable guard is used to keep all the cables away from the arrows path and the arm of the archer. It pulls all the cables to the side for
providing a clear path for the arrow. It runs perpendi right from turnout to arch-string. They are usually made of carbon fiber stick or machined aluminum. CABLE WATCHABLE Slide This is a plastic piece attached to the cable guard on a composite bow and is responsible for keeping the cables away from the arrow's path
while firing. This mechanism is especially designed for this purpose and it can be easily damaged so you often need it to check it out. CABLE SLIDEArrowThe projectile launched by an arc is called an arrow. It is normally made of carbon, aluminum or a combination of both. The modern archers prefer carbon rather than
the historical wood due to its light weight, durability and accuracy. They come in different lengths and you have to choose one depending on your own draw length. ARROW GROWTH RusARROW RESTThis is where you rest your arrow, as you prepare to release it. On a compound bow, it is screwed through the Berger
hole in the rise. It provides support for the arrow when you nock it before and during the shot. When loading the bow, put the front of the arrow here. They come in different styles. The most common are the drop aways that are either spring loaded or mechanical. Other types are shoot-thru and the pressure. In creating
away style arrow rest when you pull the bow, the arrow is lifted by the rest and when you release the arrow, the rest falls off to help the shooter with a consistent shot. In the whisker cookie style, it keeps the arrow with whiskers. It is recommended for beginners. Arrow shelfThe place where the arrow rest is mounted is
called the arrow shelf. It's directly above the grip on the arc's rise. The arrow shed is used more in traditional archery where the arrow is shot directly from the arrow shed instead of the arrow rest used in modern composite arches. ARROW SHELFBerger HoleIt is the standard typed hole above the arrow shelf where the
arrow rest is screwed beyond the rise. When you set up the bow, you get your arrow centered in the middle of the Berger hole. BERGER HOLESightSIGHTThe is set of pins that help you as you aim your bow and are attached to the rise It is used to help you more accurate. Some attractions have single pins, while others
have multiple. Some have horizontal pins while others have vertical when they come in different styles. A common type of sight is the fixed pen that fixed 3-5 pence in the sight circuit previously set for a specific distance. Even entry-level archers can get accurate shots with these fixed pin sights. The common types of
single pin attractions are stirring and pendulum pin attractions. These attractions are useful when you don't know the exact distance from your target as they are easily adjustable. Peep Sight PEEP SIGHTThe small and hollow doughnut-shaped opening inserted between the strands of the arched string to give the eye of
the archer a point of alignment while at full draw. It helps the archer to align his eyesight. So while you're aiming a bow, you have to line up 2 things. Your eyesight and the pins from the main sight to the target by the peep sight. BroadheadThese is the cut heads attached to the end of the arrow. You can find many
options of broadheads in the market today, but the main two options are the mechanical and fixed blade broadheads. BROADHEADSThe fixed blade heads are harder to vote as they have smaller diameters and have no moving parts, but they are more reliable than the mechanical. The mechanical heads, on the other
hand, have the risk of mechanical accidents, but have greater diameter and are easier to vote. These days, broadheads are made of razor-carved stainless steel that has either a mechanical or fixed blade design. Pulse Sling PULSE SLINGIt is also known as an arched sling. This helps the archer against the loss of his
grip and keeps the bow in its place during the shooting process. It mounts between the stabilizer and rise of the bow and wraps around the back part of your hand. This is an additional accessory, since it usually doesn't come with a bow. They are available in many colors, sizes and materials, so you have a choice to
choose one according to your individual need. It must be loosely installed to avoid the unnecessary torque while shooting. Grip GRIPThe part of the arc of where you like is called its grip. Each bow has a different grip so should try to figure out what feels comfortable in your hand. The grip is made of different materials
such as plastic, metal, wood or rubber. The market also has a variety of custom gripes that can be replaced with the manufacturer's removable grip for fitting the archer's convenience. For ergonomically easy grip, the modern arches have a slightly cushioned or tactile material layer to rest the bow firmly in your hand. D-
runD-LOOPD is attached to the central most point of the string. The neck of your arrow rests on the face of your D. It is therefore basically a small piece of string attach above and below the nocking point through two knots. The part of the D that bends is addicted to the mechanical mechanical help, since it connects the
archstring and release help. This add-on helps to achieve better accuracy along with reducing the teeth of your string. Nock's insert at the back of the arrow that attaches it to the bow string is neck. The place where an arrow attaches to the arched string before shooting is the nocking point. NOCKSpeed NockSpeed beat
is the small weights we add to the queue for reducing the oscillasions in a string when the cam pulls it while releasing an arrow. In this way, the queue will immediately return to the cams groove eventually increasing the speed rate of the arc as it loses less energy in string oscillation. SPEED NOCKFletchingThe is the
plastic vane or feathers attached to the end of an arrow. They may be over-ranked for reducing the speed or underestimated for increasing it further. They help the arrow with a correct flight. FLETCHINGSQuiver's unit that holds you extra arrows is called the kuwa. It protects your arrows from slugs. It also makes wearing
the extra arches easier. They are mounted as well as detachable. Some arc rises have seizure points for quivers. QUIVERSilencing AidsSILENCING AIDThe various accessories you can buy and install on your bow string to reduce the noise along with absorbing the rope's vibration. You can add string of stills to your
bow string to reduce the noise and twang of your bow. They help the hunters shoot at a close range. The most common type of silence is the cat whisker that has a bundle of rubber standing around the rope near the cams. String suppressors are a metal or carbon fiber stick with a rubber bumper on its end.it are
mounted directly behind the stabilizer of the arc. This helps stop the queue from travelling forward to the release, thus reducing noise and vibration. It also saves the archers forearm from slapping the arched cord. String vibration arrester is made of rubber and is attached either to the limbs end or the turnout. It sits close
to the arcstring to absorb its vibration and sound during the shot. Tiller MeasurementIt is measured the point where the rise and limb meet the string in a perpendi highest line. Each bow has two operations of the same operations. TILLERStabilizerSTABILIZER This is an optional accessory attached to the riser. This long
stick attaches under your grip into the taped hole at the front of your bow and adds weight to the front of your bow thus stabilizing and balancing the arc along with reducing twists while shooting. It also helps to reduce vibrations on your bow and stretch your arches to life. They can either be mounted side or mounted in
front, but must be properly set up to increase accuracy. Kisser PointJust above the D-loop is the kissing point placed near mouths angle at full draw. Many archers even have a kiss button on their rope that has a plastic diamond shaped thing that clamps down on the and is easily removable. They favor the archer with the
consistent shooting. KISSER POINTMechanical ReleaseThis help is attached to the shooting hand of the archer who helps him draw and release the bow. RELEASE AIDIt is almost like shooting a gun. The mechanical release help has a small clip attached to the queue. When revoked and ready to shoot, the trigger on
the mechanical release is pulled, the clip opens and the string releases. This allows a clean release of the string without affecting the queue's path. There are many types of releases that include the wrist, trigger, thumb and many more. BackstopEvery cam has a draw stop that stops you from drawing your bow string
beyond your full draw. It helps with a more steady and consistent goal. ConclusionThe key to choosing the right type of arc is to first understand its different parts and how they work. I hope I have provided you with a clear description of the anatomy of a compound bow. I also explained the other components work with
harmony with the connection to make it more efficient, fast and smooth than ever. Ever.
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